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In computer science and information science, an ontology encompasses a representation, formal naming,
and definition of the categories, properties, and relations between the concepts, data, and entities that
substantiate one, many, or all domains.. Every field creates ontologies to limit complexity and organize
information into data and knowledge.As new ontologies are made, their use hopefully ...
Ontology (information science) - Wikipedia
Iâ€™d like to propose a new addition to the list. Textalytics is a â€œMeaning as a Serviceâ€• product,
offering verticalized semantic APIs, optimized for several applicactions and industries: Media Analysis,
Semantic Publishning, etc. along with more granular basic linguistic/semantic functionality.
Listing of 185 Ontology Building Tools | AI3:::Adaptive
The Web Ontology Language (OWL) is a family of knowledge representation languages for authoring
ontologies.Ontologies are a formal way to describe taxonomies and classification networks, essentially
defining the structure of knowledge for various domains: the nouns representing classes of objects and the
verbs representing relations between the objects.
Web Ontology Language - Wikipedia
Lexical and Classification Resources. This page offers dictionaries, thesauri, classification schemes, and
related matter primarily of use to those managing preservation libraries, imaging projects, documentation
systems, etc.
Lexical and Classification Resources
This article presents the field of knowledge organization (KO) and its core perspectives: knowledge
organization processes (KOPs) and knowledge organization systems (KOS). In provides a brief overview of
research traditions, approaches and basic theoretical issues in the field (practicalist and intuitivist
approaches, consensus-based approaches, facet-analytic approaches, user-based and ...
Knowledge organization (IEKO)
Prof. Dr. Knut Hinkelmann 6 Classification Schemes 3 Classification Classification is an organization means
arranging information items into classes - dividing the universe of information into manageable and logical
portions. A class or category is a group of concepts that have something in common. This shared property
gives the class its identity.
6 Classification Schemes - Hinkelmann
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ABSTRACT: Today, knowledge is increasingly recognized as an important, strategic resource by all types of
organizations and institutions, whether private or public, service oriented or production oriented. Regardless
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of the importance ostensibly attached to it, public sector organizations have often been less inclined to fully
explore the benefits of knowledge management than the private sector.
Journal of Knowledge Management Practice, - TLAINC
I S K O: Encyclopedia of Knowledge Organization: home about ISKO join ISKO Knowledge Organization
journal ISKO events ISKO chapters ISKO people ISKO publications Encyclopedia KO literature KO
institutions â‡— KOS registry members contact us: Classification by Birger HjÃ¸rland. Table of contents: 1.
Introduction 2. The meaning of the word classification 3. Related terms
Classification (IEKO) - International Society for
Abstract. This document sets out a series of best practices designed to facilitate development and delivery of
open government data as Linked Open Data. Linked Open Data makes the World Wide Web into a global
database, sometimes refered to as the "Web of Data".Using Linked Data Principles, developers can query
Linked Data from multiple sources at once and combine it without the need for a ...
Best Practices for Publishing Linked Data
Chapter 2 Principles of Linked Data. The term Linked Data refers to a set of best practices for publishing and
interlinking structured data on the Web. These best practices were introduced by Tim Berners-Lee in his Web
architecture note Linked Data and have become known as the Linked Data principles.These principles are
the following:
Linked Data: Evolving the Web into a Global Data Space
Best Practice Template. Short description of the BP. Why. This section answers two crucial questions: Why
this is specifically relevant to publishing or reusing data on the Web?
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